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ACCOMMODATIONS 

 

PARK PLAZA WESTMINSTER BRIDGE 
SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 
Situated opposite Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament, 
Park Plaza Westminster Bridge places guests at the heart of 
central London. Dining option include Brasserie Joël, Ichi 
Sushi & Sashimi, 1WB Lounge & Patisserie, and Primo Bar. 
The hotel also boasts a fitness center with a 15-meter pool 
and Mandara Spa. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available for guest 
throughout the hotel.  

  

 

THE COLDRA COURT BY CELTIC MANOR  
FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 

Business hotel with understated courtyard design & relaxed 
atmosphere; spacious conference facilities; near Cardiff and 
Bristol.  

  

 

TOWER HOTEL 
FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 
Traditional 4-story Hotel situated along the Quay, opposite 
historic Reginald's Tower (1003 A.D.).  

  

 

THE GIBSON 
SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 

The Gibson does sleeping, dining, imbibing, and relaxing 
really well. The chic restaurant and bar offers pan-Asian 
cuisine; or choose the sleek outdoor terrace lined with 
bamboo to enjoy wicked cocktails and a great choice of beers 
and wines. The gym and a relaxation area with outdoor baths 
invite you to relax after a day out in town.  
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ACCOMMODATIONS 

 

MARRIOTT COURTYARD 
SUPERIOR FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 
Courtyard by Marriott Edinburgh is the newest edition to the 
Scottish capital, combining heritage and style with an 
innovative design and locally inspired furnishings. The hotel 
has a prime location, just a five-minute walk from Princes 
Street and Waverley Station. Spacious, modern hotel rooms 
include quality amenities, such as a selection of in-room 
entertainment, plush bedding, and a work desk. Meals are 
served in The Lantern Room and the lobby offers an 
innovative and sophisticated space for working and relaxing. 

  

 

HOLIDAY INN YORK 
FIRST-CLASS 

Hotel as shown or similar 

The friendly Holiday Inn York is set within a lush setting on 
leafy grounds. Wireless Internet is accessible throughout the 
property including the lobby, which is appointed with oak 
furnishings or the beautiful, tree-lined outdoor patio.  

 


